
ACT | SAT  

1500+ Guaranteed*

28+ hours of advanced level sessions led by our top

national SAT instructors

8 student cap to ensure students receive individual

attention from their instructor

Periodic 1 on 1 sessions to ensure proper improvement

by each single student

31+ or 1400+ Guaranteed*

36 hours of live ACT or SAT instruction

4 full length, proctored practice exams

24/7 On-Demand Tutoring

Expert instructors that have helped our

students become the top 5% test takers

Course Prerequisite: Score of 26+ or 1260+

18 hours of live ACT or SAT Instruction with 3 full length, proctored and reviewed practice exams

Unlimited access to the LiveOnline subject-focused Advantage Sessions and archived videos

Elite instructors to guide you through testing strategies and content knowledge

Full-length and single-section practice tests and 2,000+ drills

The Princeton Review Guarantee*

Two week course designed by experts who know the exam inside out

18 hours of LiveOnline classroom 

4 proctored practice tests with 1:1 guided reviews

30 hours of guided practice & review.

The Princeton Review Guarantee*

Expert tutors matched to your specific needs and goals

A dedicated tutoring manager to support and guide you along the way

Flexible scheduling

The Princeton Review Guarantee*

Visit PrincetonReview.com

for more information or call 800-2REVIEW (800-273-8439)

 

Ultimate | ACT 31+ or SAT 1400+ | 1500+ | Summer Camp | 1 on 1 Tutoring

Ultimate Course
Most popular for the average student, pushing themselves to get their best score.

ACT 31+ or SAT 1400+ SAT 1500+

SAT/ACT Summer Camp  -  NEW!

Course Prerequisite: Score of 1400+

Best for students aiming for top tier schools, ready to put the work in.

Best for students on a time crunch who could use a more guiding hand.

Private Tutoring
Best for students who are outliers, both above and below the national average.
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The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University.All tests are registered trademarks of their respective owners. None of the trademark holders are
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